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ARGC=  $1.459  MILLION  PAYOUT
- BUT FEWER PROJECTS

Monash University will  receive $1,459,517  in research lunds from  the Australian Research Grants Committee in
1980,  but the number of projects to be funded  has been  heavily cut -from 139 to 115.

The  total  allocation  compares  with  Sl,215,799  for
1980,    but    because    the    ARGC    has    adopted    new
supplementation  arrangements  for  1981,  there  will  be
no further supplementation for cost increases during the
year.

In  real  terms,  therefore,  the  allocation  represents  a
slight decline from the  1980 level of funding.

Commenting on the allocations, the Vice-Chancellor,
Professor  Martin,  said  it  was  gratifying  that  Monash
still held its place, relative to other major universities, in
the overall research picture.

It was a matter for concern, however, that there was
still   no   sign   of  a   serious   acknowledgement   by   the
government   of  the  importance  of  basic  research  in
Australia.

"It is extraordinary that the amount the government

is prepared to spend on basic research in the universities
in 1981 -S16 million -is still far below the cost of just
one   fighter   plane   it   is   reported   to   be   considering
buying,"   Professor   Martin   said.   (An   Fl8   Hornet
fighter,  under  construction  as  a  replacement  for  the
Mirage,  is said to cost up to $25  million).

Professor Martin quoted the chairman of the ARGC,
Professor  Max Brennan,  as  saying that the committee
had  found  itself in  a  "terrible dilemma"  in having to
reduce  the  number  of  grants  so  that  the  "really  top
people"  could be funded adequately.

Resources further strained
In Monash's case, although the "rejection'' rate was

lower  than  the  national  average,  the  fact  that  fewer
projects  would  be  supported  placed  an  even  greater
strain on the University's declining resources, Professor
Martin said.

Monash's   1981   allocation  represents  9.12ryo   of  the
total distribution compared with 9.37% in 1980 and 8%
in 1979. (Other universities in the research "big league"
are:    Sydney    13%;    NSW    10.6%;    Adelaide    9.9ayo;
Melbourne  8.5ayo  and Queensland 7.5ayo.)

The  money  will  be  used  to  support  29  new  projects
(against  44  in   1980),   at  a  cost  of  $356,552,   and  86
continuing projects costing Sl,102,965.

It  will  be  distributed  as  follows  (using  the  ARGC's
classifications):

Humanities & Economics
Social  Sciences
Physical  Sciences
Chemical  Sciences
Biological  Sciences
(plant & animal biology)

Biological  Sciences
(molecular biology & cell

metabolism)
Earth  Sciences
Engineering & Applied  Sciences
TOTAL

Sl89,018  (9,12)
$   81,103  (1,5)

$   83,250  (I,8)
$292,376  (5,15)

$206,480  (3,12)

$313,280  (6,15)
$   81,280  (2,7)
$212,730 (2,12)

$1,459,517  (29,86)

(Figures in brackets indicate number of projects, new
and continuing.)

MARINE SCIENCE GRANTS
Monash   has   been   awarded   four   research   grants

totalling $74,520 by the Australian Marine Sciences and
Technologies  Advisory  Committee  of  the  Australian
Science and Technology Council.

The projects to be supported are:
*Study of the Kelp Durvillaea Potatorum in Bass Strait

(Department of Botany)                                           S17,144
*Australian   involvement   in   ocean   margins   drilling

-workshop (Department of Earth sciences)          $2000
*Wave prediction in the Southern Ocean and Bass Strait

(Department of Mechanical Engineering)         $49 , 324
*The  history  of  Mangrove  Swamps  on  Hinchinbrook

Island,    Northeast    Queensland    (Department    of
Geography)                                                                     $ 605 2

MONASH POST-DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS
Applications  are currently being invited to  fill up to

four  Post-Doctoral Fellowships  from  January  I,1981.
The Fellowships may be held for up to two years from
date    of   commencement    and    are    tenable   in    any
department of the University.

The Fellows, who will be selected on academic merit,
will be  expected to  collaborate in their research  with  a
member of the University staff .

Appointments  will  be  made  in  the  Junior  Research
Fellow  range  but  an  appointment  at  Research  Fellow
level may be considered in exceptional circumstances.

Applications  close  on  October  31,1980.  For  further
information, phone Mrs Tricia Mahon on 3070.
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SPECIAL RESEARCH GRANTS 1981
Application forms for  1981  support from the Special

Research  Fund  are  now  available  from  Chairmen  of
Departments or from Mrs Tricia Mahon (ext.  3073).

Applications  close October  31,1980.

CONCEPTIONS & MISCONCEPTIONS
Professor   Carl   Wood,   chairman   of   the   Monash

department of obstetrics and gynaecology, will give the
next Faculty of Science Lecture on Wednesday, October
8.

The   title   of   his   lecture   is   "IVF...Conceptions   &
Misconceptions" .

In it,  Professor Wood will undertake a "state of the
art' ' review of in vitro fertilisation, ivith reference to the
biological,   ethical,   emotional,   political  and   financial
considerations involved.

Professor  Wood  is  the  leader  of  the  research  team
that   made   possible   Australia's   first   successful   IVF
project, culminating in the birth of Candice Reed earlier
this year.

The lecture will be given in  R4 at  I.15  p.in.

MEAL ALLOWANCE INCREASED
The Committee of Deans has approved an increase in

the Meal Allowance from $3.90 to $4.30. This brings the
Monash  allowance  into  line  with  that  paid  in  other
Victorian universities.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE...
Departments interested in buying the following items

of  equipment  should  contact  Mr  E.   Headland  (ext.
3076):

Roneo stencil duplicator (6 years old)
Addressograph offset printer (6 years old)
Dukane film strip projector

...AND WANTED
Any   department   which   has   a   Caramate   carousel

audio-vision   cassette   projector   for   sale   is   asked   to
contact Mr Headland (ext.  3076).

BLOOD BANK IS BACK
The Red Cross Mobile Blood Collecting Unit is back

on campus  for a two-week visit.
The  unit  is  operating  on  the  ground  floor  of  the

Menzies  Building,  but  intending  donors  are  asked  to
make appointments at the Union Desk and thus avoid
overcrowding at busy times.

FAUSA ON CAMPAIGN TRAIL
The    Federation    of   Australian    University    Staff

Associations    has    launched    a    campaign    drawing
attention to the present state of university funding.

The Association has distributed to member campuses
supplies of bumper stickers and brochures.

The brochures trace the decline in education funding
over  the  past  five  years  and  call  upon  the  political
parties to commit themselves to firm undertakings in the
tertiary field.

ELECTION NEWS
Professorial Board:

Miss E.M.  Nelson has been elected a member of the
Professorial    Board    by    graduate    students    of    the
University  in  a  ballot  held  on  September  24  to  fill  a
casual vacancy.  Miss Nelson will hold office until May
14,1981.

Council:
Nominations have been called for the casual election

of  one  member  of  the  Council  by  members  of  the
faculty of Law.

Candidates  for  election  may  not  include  any person
whose sole or principal employment is as a member of
staff of the University,  or a student of the University.

Further  information  and  nomination  forms  may  be
obtained from the Returning Officer, Mr J.D. Butchart.
Nominations must be lodged with him no later than  12
noon Monday,  October  13,  1980.  If there is more than
one nomination a ballot will be held on November 3.

FEMINIST ART ON SHOW
An exhibition of the works of Erica MCGilchrist, one

of Melbourne's  leading  exponents  of feminist  art,  will
be on display in the Exhibition Gallery,  Department of
Visual Arts,  from October 8 to November 5.

The  exhibition  -  the  last  in  the  series  "Women  and
Art:   Into  the  80s''   -  will  be  opened  by  well-known
writer/lecturer/educationist Myra Roper.

The two series of talks by women artists and writers
delivered during the year will be available in published
form.

VACANCIES: OTHER UNIVERSITIES
Details of positions vacant at universities in Australia

and  overseas  have  been  received  from  the  Australian
Vice-Chancellors'   Committee   in   its   List   No.   9/80,
issued in September,  1980.

Copies  of  the  list  are  displayed  on  the  University
Notice  Board,  the  Careers  and  Appointments  Notice
Board and a notice board in the University Club.

POSITIONS VACANT
New positions available,  not previously listed  in  Sound:

ACADEMIC
ECONOMICS & POLITICS

Econometrics  &  Operations  Research  -  Fixed-Term  Lecturer  in
Econometrics

GENERAL
EDUCATION

Administrative Assistant  Grade  I

LAW
Secretary

LIBRARY
Library Attendant  Grade  1  -  Junior

SCIENCE
Computer  Science  -  Technical  Assistant;  Physiology  -  Technical
Officer (p/t);  Psychology - Electronics  Professional Officer

COMPTROLLER
Organisation & Methods Officer

UNION
Catering -  Clerk

Copies of relevant advertisements can be sighted on application to
Room  101,  First  Floor,  University  Offices  Annexe.

Telephone inquiries about academic positions should be directed to
extension  2047,  clerical  positions  to  2028,  and  technical positions to
2055.
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